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1. Introduction 
The expression no wonder seems to be—in most cases—pragmatically 
associated with an important implicit or ‘evoked’ (Martin 2000) negative 
evaluation, as shown in Alba-Juez and Martínez Caro (2011) for this 
expression and other related ones in English and Spanish. Considering this 
previous finding, in this paper we shall focus on two related but different 
aspects of the use of the expression, namely 1) its function as a marker of 
epistemic modality (and therefore its close connection to affective 
evaluation), a type of modality that we have found affects a linguistic area 
broader than the proposition, which in turn has led us to explore the 
procedural meaning involved in the use of the expression; and 2) its 
apparent gradual change into a grammaticalized expression. 
Our previous study, carried out within a corpus of natural data, 
together with its consequent qualitative and quantitative (statistical) 
results, unveiled some important facts regarding the pragmatic “hidden” 
meaning of the expression, which we argue should be taken into account 
in its lexical description. In fact, we believe that the axiological 
component of language should not only be considered for the description 
of this particular expression, but also for the thorough investigation of the 
complete meaning of many language items or discourse segments. 
Our present analysis is derived from concordanced examples taken 
from the COCA (Corpus of Contemporary American English), the BNC 
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(British National Corpus), and some Google searches of the expression. 
We have analyzed 500 concordances in total, in an attempt to deal with 
objective observable data and, in such a way, be capable of discovering 
certain aspects of the procedural meaning of the expression that many 
times even escape native speaker’s intuitions. We have examined not only 
the concordanced lines and the proposition affected by the expression no 
wonder, but also the extended context in all the cases.  
The two central meanings within the area of modality in language 
comprise the expression of the speaker’s attitude towards factuality and 
the speaker’s attitude towards actualization of a future situation 
(Huddleston 2002: 173). The former, concerned with presenting a state of 
affairs, not as something directly known but rather as inferred, falls into 
the area of what is generally called epistemic modality (or extrinsic 
modality by Downing and Locke 2006: 379f). The latter relates to the area 
of deontic modality2 (also called intrinsic modality by Downing and Locke 
2006). As a marker of epistemic modality, no wonder mainly indicates the 
speaker’s opinion concerning the likelihood of the event described, a 
central aspect of its meaning relating to the dichotomy certain/uncertain, 
applied to propositions rather than entities. Furthermore, the results of our 
observation and analysis have led us to conclude that the type of modality 
and stance found in the expression goes beyond the proposition, affecting 
a given discursive situation, into the realm of pragmatic/procedural, rather 
than semantic-propositional/conceptual meaning, thus giving no wonder a 
certain ‘pragmatic strength’ (Huddleston 2002: 176). 
The expression no wonder can also be seen as an attitudinal stance 
marker, indicating the speaker’s attitude or stance towards what is said, that 
is, as a marker of evaluative language. As was described in Alba-Juez and 
Martínez Caro (2011), no wonder indicates a covert, rather than overt, 
expression of, mainly, negative evaluative meaning, especially in the genre 
of everyday conversation. The analysis underlying this study suggests that 
no wonder usually collocates with words expressing undesirable things, that 
is, having a negative evaluative orientation. As a result, the expression takes 
on an association with the negative, which is exploited by speakers to make 
evaluations and judgments covertly, even when the semantic features of no 
wonder may not indicate any negative orientation as such (cf. Channel 2000) 
for, in effect, it does not contain any semantic feature that would prevent a 
speaker from using it in a positive context. Thus, for instance, in No wonder 
you passed the exam! the implied or evoked meaning may be that the 
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speaker believes the addressee is a very good and hard-working student. The 
analysis of frequencies shows, however, that in the great majority of cases 
the expression is used as in No wonder Tom was fired!, where the speaker 
expresses his/her negative judgment about Tom’s behavior (at his 
workplace) in a covert or ‘evoked’ way (Martin 2000). But there are as well 
a few occurrences of the expression in which it can be said that the 
evaluation is neutral, in the sense that no evoked negative or positive stance 
is apparent on the part of the speaker, as for instance in No wonder it’s cold. 
We’re in winter, where the speaker limits him/herself to simply state the 
logical facts regarding the expected weather conditions at that time of the 
year, without any further evaluative intention. 
In their use of the term, Thompson and Hunston (2000) consider 
evaluation as a broad cover term which may comprise modality as a sub-
category. As said above, evaluation is seen as the expression of the 
speaker’s attitude or stance towards the event described; “that attitude may 
relate to certainty or obligation or desirability or any of a number of other 
sets of values” (Thompson and Hunston 2000: 5). Considering the 
parameters which evaluation is seen to cover and the areas of grammar 
which may contribute to it, an investigation of the use of no wonder in 
discourse should take into account the parameters of desirability, 
acceptance, certainty and expectedness, as well as an examination of areas 
of grammar such as the “packaging” of that-clauses in the extraposition 
construction, the use of ellipsis and reduced units at various levels, 
discourse markers, the semantic distinction between propositions and 
entities, textual (and structural) cohesion, and others. We thus consider it 
necessary to take all these notions into account in our present study, and 
we also try to investigate up to what extent this marker of epistemic 
modality and negative evaluation may be considered to have been 
grammaticalized. 
2. Some facts about modality 
As Huddleston explains (2002: 172), “the area of meaning referred to as 
modality is rather broad and finds expression in many areas of the 
language besides mood; it is, moreover, not sharply delimited or 
subdivided”. In a similar vein, Downing and Locke (2006: 380) point out 
that, apart from modal verbs, there are other verbs which express modal 
meanings, among which they mention the verbs wonder and wish, which 
relate to non-factual meanings. Another proof of the fact that modality is a 
broad area can be drawn from the observation that even when modality is 
in the first instance a matter of the speaker’s attitude, it also applies by 
extension to the attitude of other persons referred to in the sentence (as for 
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instance, in No wonder Peter rejected the offer, where the speaker implies 
that s/he agrees and sympathizes with Peter’s stance in his negative 
judgment or appreciation of the offer). 
According to Huddleston (2002: 173-175), modality is linguistically 
expressed by means of the following mechanisms: (a) lexical modals 
(modal verbs, adjectives like possible, necessary, etc., adverbs like 
perhaps, possibly, surely, etc., verbs like insist, permit, require and nouns 
like possibility, necessity, permission and similar derivatives); (b) past 
tense and other verb inflections; (c) clause type (whereas the declarative is 
associated with factual statements and can be regarded as unmodalized, 
the other major types are closely associated with modality); (d) 
subordination, and (e) parentheticals.  
The last two expressions of modality—subordination and 
parentheticals—are of particular interest for the purposes of this study. 
While the use of a declarative main clause typically conveys the speaker’s 
commitment to the truth of the proposition expressed, such a commitment 
is often lost under subordination, as can be observed if we compare for 
instance He is ill to No wonder he is ill. Parentheticals often contain 
lexical elements expressing modality such as think (e.g. I think), seem (e.g. 
it seems) and also wonder, as in He is, no wonder, almost bankrupt. 
2.1. Modality and evaluation 
As with many other terms or concepts in linguistics, there is no consensus 
as to a consistent definition of the concept of evaluation or stance. In a 
similar way, there is not an agreement as to the relationship between 
modality and evaluation. Halliday (1994) deals with modality separately 
from attitudinal meaning. Martin also follows Halliday’s ‘separating’ 
approach, but expands the account of attitudinal meaning greatly, using the 
term appraisal and establishing three sub-categories: affect, judgement and 
appreciation (Thompson and Hunston 2000: 4). Conrad and Biber (2000), 
on the other hand, adhere to the so-called ‘combining approach’ and use 
the term ‘stance’ to cover both epistemic stance and attitudinal stance, 
including “style stance” as well. Thompson and Hunston (2000: 5) also 
take a combining approach and consider evaluation as a broad cover term 
which may comprise modality as a subcategory:  
“…evaluation is the broad cover term for the expression of the speaker or 
writer’s attitude or stance towards, viewpoint on, or feelings about the 
entities of propositions that he or she is talking about. That attitude may 
relate to a certainty or obligation or desirability or any of a number of other 
sets of values. When appropriate, we refer specifically to modality as a 
sub-category of evaluation.” 
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Englebretson (2007: 16-17) states that “both subjectivity and 
evaluation are strongly implicated in some definitions of stance” such as 
Biber et al’s (1999: 966), where the concept is defined as “personal 
feelings attitudes, value judgements, or assessments”. Thus, Englebretson 
observes that stance can be subdivided into evaluation (value judgements, 
assessments, and attitudes), affect (personal feelings), and epistemicity 
(commitment). But authors do not only speak of implied meanings: Biber 
and Finegan (1989: 92), for instance, point out that stance is located in 
form, i.e., in “the lexical and grammatical expression”, which entails the 
possibility of grammaticalization of the evaluative attitude, a topic that 
will be discussed further on in this paper. 
Adverbials and the grammar of English modals have proven to be a 
rich source of various types of epistemic, attitudinal and style stances 
(Biber and Finegan 1988, 1989, Conrad and Biber 2000, Downing and 
Locke 2006, Thompson and Hunston 2000). Field (1997) outlines the role 
of factive constructions to index epistemic stance, and in relation to this 
we shall see that no wonder acts as the trigger for the factive 
presupposition contained in its subordinate that-clause. Kärkkäinen (2003) 
similarly approaches epistemic stance by analyzing certain kinds of 
complement-taking predicates such as I think—which, following 
Thompson and Mulac (1991a, 1991b), have grammaticized into epistemic 
fragments. Kärkkäinen (2007) also analizes the expression I guess as a 
grammaticalized epistemic fragment. Hyland and Tse (2005) provide an 
overview of what they term “evaluative that constructions” in academic 
writing, demonstrating how writers use these types of complement clauses 
to display their own stance toward the information they are presenting. No 
wonder shares characteristics with all of these, and therefore (and also 
taking into account Fanego’s (2010) findings), it can be argued that this 
expression has become a grammaticalized epistemic (evaluative) fragment. 
3. Some formal notes on no wonder  
In grammatical terms, the construction where no wonder occurs is best 
seen as a subject extraposition. This analysis results from considering the 
full pattern where no wonder may appear, in which this expression is 
preceded by a dummy it subject and a copula (usually be) and followed by 
a subordinate that-clause, as in the following examples: 
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(1) [The valleys are absolute tranquillity and] it is no wonder that writers 
and poets have found inspiration here for many years. (BNC, AMD 
W_misc)3 
(2) It was no wonder that the position was described in the House of 
Commons in 1871 (BNC, ED5 W_ac_polit_law_edu) 
In this construction, no wonder is the subject complement of the 
copular verb (is/was here), the initial it the syntactic subject and the 
subordinate that clause following no wonder is the notional subject which, 
following the end-weight principle, is extraposed to the sentence final 
position. Notice that the non-extraposed alternative is generally a 
dispreferred option in English. As noted by Hunston and Thompson (2000: 
3), extrapositions are often found in English to express evaluation and are 
used for opinions of goodness or desirability and certainty. 
Due to their superficial similarity in formal terms, no wonder can be 
associated with pragmatic expressions like I think, I know or I guess, 
which also precede subordinate complement clauses in English (cf. 
Kärkkäinen 2007) but in which the subordinate clause functions as 
object—rather than subject—of the main clause. An interesting point in 
common of no wonder with these other complement-taking predicates is 
that they seem to have lost their status as main predicates of subordinate 
clauses, and are seen as epistemic phrases which act similarly to epistemic 
adverbials (cf. Thompson 2002, Thompson and Mulac 1991a, 1991b). 
Rather than seeing them as main clauses taking a complement clause, it 
has been proposed by authors such as Thompson (2002) that they be called 
pragmatic, evidential or evaluative fragments, as indication of their 
grammaticalized and formulaic character.  
In the case of no wonder, we consider it as an epistemic/evaluative 
marker providing, on the one hand, information about the likelihood of the 
proposition expressed in the immediately following subordinate clause 
(mainly in terms of the dichotomy certain/uncertain) and, on the other, an 
indication of the speaker’s opinion concerning that likelihood. Because 
these expressions of opinion about the certainty of something tend to apply 
to propositions rather than entities (unlike expressions of goodness, e.g.), 
they find themselves expressed through clauses (and no wonder is 
followed by such a unit) rather than noun phrases. 
The consideration of no wonder as a grammaticalized pragmatic 
fragment is further supported by the common occurrence of ellipsis 
affecting elements such as the initial dummy it and the copula in the main 
clause, and the subordinator that preceding the complement clause. Thus, 
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the most common realization of the construction where no wonder occurs 
is the one illustrated in (3) and (4): 
(3) No wonder she never got along with my father. (COCA, 1990, FIC, 
MassachRev) 
(4) For the life she leads, no wonder Sylvia Earle relies on a Rolex. 
(BNC, CFS, W_advert) 
In connection with the idea of no wonder as an epistemic or evaluative 
marker introducing the following proposition, Biber et al. (1999: 1003) 
refer to the concept of “utterance launcher”, as “lexical bundles... 
presenting a personal stance relative to the information in the following 
complement clause”. Thus, as they point out, sequences such as (once 
again) I think, I know, I mean and others may function like this. It is clear 
to us that no wonder may be also characterized in these terms. 
No wonder may also occur alone, forming a single tone unit and 
information unit, as in (5) and (6), and this is yet another sign of its 
grammaticalized, formulaic, status: 
(5) and their sense of very injured oppression. He hated the bosses --; no 
wonder. Another old miner, a beautiful, gracious man with a graceful 
mind, (BNC, EG0 W_non_ac_soc_science) 
(6) a 500 year old mystery solved. She wasn't smiling after all. No 
wonder. Nothing to smile about. Not with a plot like this. So Mills 
(BNC, K37 W_newsp_other_arts) 
In such cases, no wonder acts as an independent unit showing a 
moderate amount of ellipsis, by leaving out elements which are 
recoverable from the preceding discourse. The kind of ellipsis shown here 
is textual and is distinguishable from the omission of elements found in (3) 
and (4), of a ‘structural’ or linguistic kind, where the elements in question 
can be retrieved by our knowledge of the (English) language. The 
expression functions as a cohesive device, linking up with the previous 
discourse and adding a new element of information with a clear evaluative 
function. The use of discourse markers in combination with no wonder, 
such as well, and, so, reinforcing the dependence of the expressions on the 
preceding context, adds to this cohesive effect: 
(7) From Day One, this case made front pages around the world and no 
wonder. The story broke at a time when Washington was lecturing 
other… (COCA, 1990, SPOK, ABC_2020) 
(8) 46 percent! Atlanta: 45! Charlotte: 37! # Well, no wonder, you say -- 
Southerners eat this show up like cornbread and buttermilk! They 
(COCA, 1990, NEWS, Washington Post) 
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In terms of information structure, the construction in which no wonder 
occurs provides two points of information: one in which the speaker 
expresses the likelihood of what is going to follow, usually with a negative 
tint, and the other, adding a new proposition related to this likelihood. 
Thus in the following example: 
(9) There's no harm in asking. PUBLIC OPINION CHURCH OUT OF 
TOUCH! No wonder churches get emptier. The reason is the clergy's 
sheer lack of interest in  (BNC, CH1, W_newsp_tabloid) 
no wonder indicates that the event that follows is perceived by the speaker 
as having a high degree of certainty, i.e. that s/he is not at all surprised by 
it, and churches get emptier is the proposition related to that degree of 
certainty or likelihood. With respect to the epistemic value of no wonder, 
in terms of the degree of certainty expressed, this expression acts in the 
same fashion as epistemic factive verbs (such as know, realize, be obvious 
or prove) which trigger the factive presupposition (Green 1989) contained 
in their objective complements (or extraposed subject in the case of be 
obvious). Thus the proposition in the subordinate clause following no 
wonder is always presupposed as true. 
These two points of information associated with no wonder are 
sometimes reflected in the syntax of the construction, by for instance the 
insertion of a parenthetical unit, such as I thought or then, marking the 
separation between the two: 
(10) skin like rice-paper from the top of my head and my ears.) No 
wonder, I thought, children draw the sun so much bigger than we see 
it  (BNC, APC, W_misc) 
(11) big a mark-up as drug pushers get for heroin or crack. It's no wonder, 
then, that prescription pills are the drug trade's new growth industry. 
(COCA, 1990, SPOK, ABC primetime)  
4. Evaluation, epistemic modality and grammaticalization 
For the purposes of our present study, it is important to note the difference 
between overt and covert evaluative meaning. If we say, for instance: Susan 
is stupid, the negative evaluative attitude is encoded in the semantic features 
of the word stupid, the criticism thus being overt. In Martin’s (2000) words, 
this would be an example of inscribed appraisal, because the meaning is 
inscribed—so to say—in the words used. However, if we said No wonder 
Susan made that comment (in a context where Susan’s comment was not 
appropriate, and all interlocutors know she has this tendency towards 
inappropriate behaviour, and that she is, therefore, stupid), the encoding of 
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the negative attitude and criticism towards Susan is pragmatic, because it 
comes in part from the common knowledge that the interlocutors share 
about Susan, and because the conclusion that she is stupid has to be arrived 
at by means of implicature. Here the negative evaluative meaning is of the 
covert type, for it is not actually said but inferred, thus constituting and 
example of Martin’s (2000) evoked appraisal. 
As the grammatical analysis has elucidated, the expression no wonder 
is a linguistic variable that normally modifies one or more subordinate 
clauses which are within its scope. Apart from the fact that the expression 
is more often than not used with a negative pragmatic value, the results of 
our investigation have shown that it is not only its immediate subordinate 
clauses which display a predominantly negative meaning, but also the 
surrounding words or expressions, which are frequently loaded with both 
overt and covert negative meanings, as shown (in bold) in (12):  
(12) Hannity: Now I'm not sure how much credibility Miss Waters has 
on banking issues, but we'll let you decide. Now take a look at what 
she had to say about Fannie and Freddie back in 2004:  BEGIN-
VIDEO-CLIP MAXINE-WATERS-1D: Mr. Chairman, we do not 
have a crisis at Freddie Mac, and in particular, at Fannie Mae, under 
the outstanding leadership of Mr. Frank Raines. END-VIDEO-CLIP 
HANNITY: With a key financial mind like that guiding it, no 
wonder One United was having trouble in the first place. President 
Obama went face-to-face with an unfriendly audience yesterday, 
when our not-so-business-friendly leader spoke to a group of top 
business execs in the country. Now that recipe for a disaster lands our 
president in tonight's edition of "Lib-er-al Translation". (COCA 
Corpus, Fox-Hannity, 2009) 
Here, in the linguistic context of no wonder, we not only find overt 
negative meanings encoded in words or expressions such as trouble, 
unfriendly, not-so-business-friendly, but also covert (ironic) ones, as 
shown in the nominal phrase a key financial mind, where it is evident that 
Hannity’s opinion is not precisely that Mr Raines’ mind is a key one. As 
the findings of our analysis suggest, this negative evaluation seems to be 
undergoing a process of conventionalization, which then makes it 
inevitable for the expression to be associated with epistemic modality. 
Moreover, the research done for the present study shows that this 
phenomenon has much in common with what has been called “modal 
harmony” by grammarians (Huddleston 2002), by means of which the 
modality of the expression is reinforced and in harmony with the modality 
expressed in the larger construction or extended context.  
Fanego (2010) explains that the essential property of discourse markers 
is that they have primarily procedural meanings (Blakemore 1987, 2002). 
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In this respect, she notes, they are to be distinguished from sentence 
adverbials, which have conceptual meaning. Traugott and Dasher (2002: 
40) assume the following correlated paths of directionality in semantic 
change, and view pragmatic implicatures as playing a crucial bridging role 
in semantic change:  
Truth-conditional  non-truth conditional  
Content  content/ procedural  procedural 
Scope within proposition  scope over proposition  scope over discourse  
Non-subjective   subjective  intersubjective 
What these authors basically show with this diagram is the fact that 
some expressions gradually develop a semantic or pragmatic meaning 
primarily indexing speaker attitude or viewpoint (subjectivity) and 
speaker’s attention to addressee self-image (intersubjectivity). This has 
been, we argue, the case of no wonder, whose basic semantic, truth-
conditional meaning has acquired—or better—evolved into a deeper, 
pragmatic, negatively evaluative, procedural kind of meaning. However, it 
would not be accurate to speak of a clear-cut transformation of one type of 
meaning into the other. As Fanego (2010) explains, discourse markers 
hold different layers of meaning at the same time, and thus cannot be 
labelled as purely procedural. Fanego shows how, for example, the 
English adverbs indeed, in fact and actually started as clause-internal 
adverbials, came then to function as epistemic sentence adverbials, and 
ended up as discourse markers. She also points out that many English 
discourse markers originate as a consequence of their functional 
properties, an idea that can be extrapolated to the topic of our discussion: it 
seems reasonable to hypothesize that the increasing tendency to use no 
wonder in conversation mainly to express some negative assessment or 
judgement of the idea contained in its subordinate clause may have 
contributed to the gradual change from the original conceptual, 
propositional meaning of the expression to the more elaborate and 
complex procedural meaning which is apparent in its modern use. 
An interesting question to ask at this point would be if this final procedural 
meaning becomes grammaticized or conventionalized at some point. Aijmer 
and Simon-Vandenbergen (2004: 1788) point out that “some contextual 
meanings are more frequent and conventionalized than others”, and indeed, in 
the case of no wonder, we have observed that the frequency (and therefore its 
conventionalization) with which the expression is used as an epistemic marker 
of negative evaluation varies depending upon the genre, which entails that this 
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negative pragmatic meaning can be stronger or weaker according to the 
context (as the quantitative results presented in 5 below will show). 
So, can we say that no wonder as a marker of epistemic modality and 
negative evaluation has been grammaticalized? Is there any 
morphosyntactic evidence of this? If we consider that the original 
construction It is no wonder that…4 is nowadays found much less 
frequently than the ellipted and simplified no wonder, it seems reasonable 
to argue in favour of a positive answer, for the expression has undergone a 
change in syntactic structure. This change has to do with what Heine 
(2002) calls decategorialization (i.e. loss in the syntactic properties of the 
original forms), and is considered one of the mechanisms of 
grammaticalization. Therefore it would not be outlandish to conclude that 
there is at least some indication of an increased and progressive 
grammaticalization of the expression. 
5. Summary of quantitative results  
Considering the obvious relationship between evaluation and modality, 
and its consequences for the consideration of the expression under study as 
a grammaticalized one, we deem it necessary to present (in Chart 1) the 
most significant quantitative results obtained in Alba-Juez and Martínez 
Caro (2011) regarding the frequencies of occurrence of no wonder in 
relation with its evaluative polarity (because these results will also throw 
light on aspects of modality and grammaticalization). Thus in Chart 1 we 
present the percentages of occurrence for the negative, positive and neutral 
evaluations attached to the expression. Of the complete number of 
occurrences of no wonder analyzed in our corpus, 77% of these were used 
by the speakers/writers with a negative evaluative polarity, 17.2% with 
positive polarity, and 5.8% of them showed neither a positive nor a 
negative attitude, and were thus classified as neutral. 
When examining the different occurrences of no wonder in the corpus one 
by one, it seems apparent that, whereas there is an overwhelming majority of 
negative polarity in most textual types, there is, however, a certain tendency 
for positive polarity to appear in at least one of these types, namely, that of 
advertisements, and that in some of the genres there was a tendency towards 
using it in a neutral way. Thus, for the purposes of the present study, it was 
considered necessary to count and analyze the occurrences not only according 
                                                 
4 This structure belongs to the “X [is seen by the writer/speaker as] Y” pattern 
which, according to Thompson and Hunston (2000: 3-4), are structures which 
contain the speaker’s opinion in the first part (in this case the no wonder part, and a 
certainty in the second part (the that-clause in this case). 
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to their polarity, but also to the genre in which the three types of evaluation 
appeared. In this manner, we would be able to assess the discourse 
environments in which the expression, due to its higher frequency of 
occurrence with a given procedural meaning (negative in this case), may be 
becoming conventionalized, and therefore grammaticalized. Chart 2 shows the 
results obtained in that respect, which make manifest the importance of taking 
into account the textual type before jumping into any general conclusions 
regarding conventionalization and grammaticality. 
 
 
Chart 1: Evaluative polarity of no wonder  
 NEGATIVE 
(% of occurrences 
within each genre)
POSITIVE  
(% of occurrences 
within each genre)
NEUTRAL  
(% of occurrences 
within each genre) 
Spoken (conv.) 100 0 0 
Spoken (TV) 47.05 9.68  43.27 
Fiction 20.55 26.65 52.80 
Magazines 27.02 32.63 40.35 
Newspapers 44.48 38.56 16.96 
Academic 
writing 
37.98 35.66 26.36 
Advertisements 0 100 0 
E-mails 100 0 0 
Meetings 100 0 0 
Chart 2: No wonder used with negative, positive, or neutral evaluation 
according to genre 
The majority of occurrences of the expression within the corpus were 
found in the spoken (conversation) genre, which as the chart shows, is one 
of the genres in which all (100%) of the occurrences displayed a 
negatively polarized use of no wonder. This may be indicative of the very 
probable fact that the change towards a negatively charged pragmatic 
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marker has taken place mainly in spoken, everyday conversation, and from 
there it might be now expanding into other genres. We are therefore 
speaking here of a process (as with everything in matters of language) and 
not of a ‘finished product’, and therefore we cannot make generalizations 
for all the genres involved. 
In order to attest whether the polarity of the expression presents 
significant differences among the genres studied, we applied the chi square 
statistical test, whose results (Chart 3) show that the differences among the 
various genres for the three types of polarity are significant: 
 
CHARTS 3, 4 & 5
NO WONDER Negative Expected Positive Expected Neutral Expected Total
Spoken conv. 15,60 5,20 0,00 5,20 0,00 5,20 15,60
Spoken TV 11,20 7,93 2,30 7,93 10,30 7,93 23,80
Fiction 16,10 26,13 20,90 26,13 41,40 26,13 78,40
Magazines 23,10 28,50 27,90 28,50 34,50 28,50 85,50
Newspapers 27,00 20,23 23,40 20,23 10,30 20,23 60,70
Academic writing 4,90 4,33 4,60 4,33 3,50 4,33 13,00
Advertisements 0,00 6,97 20,90 6,97 0,00 6,97 20,90
e-mails 0,80 0,27 0,00 0,27 0,00 0,27 0,80
Meetings 1,30 0,43 0,00 0,43 0,00 0,43 1,30
100,00 100,00 100,00 300,00
Obtained X2 134,49
Degrees of freedom 16
Significance level (p) 0,05 0,01
X2 values at indicated p 26,296 32,000
 
Obtained x² = 134.4, for p = 0.01 and d.f. =16 
Chart 3: Obtained x² for the polarity occurrence values of no wonder 
The chi squared values show there is a significant deviation between 
the expected (null hypothesis) and the obtained results, which allows us to 
accept the hypothesis stating that negative evaluative pragmatic meaning 
is the dominant meaning with which no wonder is used in general. 
However, the results also display the fact that at least in one of the genres 
(namely, advertisements) the expression is totally polarized towards the 
positive end of the scale, and in others (fiction and magazines) it majorly 
stands in a neutral position within the axiological scale. The reason for 
this—we believe—is found in the mere essence of the genres in question: 
it is evident that the main function of ads is to praise the good qualities of 
the advertised product, and therefore, if the expression no wonder is used, 
it is done in such a way that it serves this main purpose (as in, for instance: 
No wonder all the girls chase him. He drives a BMW!). We can think of a 
situation in which it could be used negatively in a commercial or ad, as 
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would be the case if they decided to compare the advertised product with 
other brands (and as indeed is the case with some commercials in the 
United States) but we found no examples of such ads in our corpus. As for 
the neutral hegemony found in fiction and magazines, we venture to 
speculate that the reason could be that normally linguistic changes take 
longer to be assimilated in the written genres than in the spoken ones, and 
therefore the writers still resort to the more traditional neutral semantic 
meaning of the original expression. 
Thus, these results lead us to be in favor of the hypothesis that, at least 
in the informal spoken and written genres (e.g. e-mails), the expression 
seems to present a clear orientation towards the expression of a type of 
epistemic modality associated to negative evaluation, in the sense that the 
speaker’s opinion concerning the likelihood of the event described almost 
always (and always in the case of spoken conversation) contains a 
negative appraisal of such event. Also, these results—together with the 
fact that, in 95% of its occurrences, the expression is used in its ellipted 
form—seem to indicate that there are clear signs of the grammaticalization 
of the expression in, for instance, spoken conversation or e-mail writing, 
while the process shows to be in progress in other genres (such as spoken 
TV), and seems not to be so much under way in the formal written genres. 
6. Summary and conclusions 
In this work we have scrutinized the use of the expression no wonder in 
English in order to answer our main research question, which focused on 
its character as a marker of epistemic modality and its relation to the 
expression of negative evaluation or stance (on the part of the speaker) 
towards the idea or event described in the subordinate clause that the 
expression normally governs. At the same time, we have discussed the 
possibilities of grammaticalization of the expression considering its 
modern uses and the apparent semantic differences according to different 
genres or text types. 
We have seen that, as a marker of epistemic modality, the expression no 
wonder mainly indicates the speaker’s opinion concerning the likelihood of 
the event described, a central aspect of its meaning relating to the dichotomy 
certain/uncertain. It has been interesting to corroborate that the meaning of 
likelihood is applied to propositions rather than entities, as well as to greater 
discourse situations which go beyond the proposition. 
In formal terms, no wonder forms part of a subject extraposition 
construction where the expression is followed by a subordinate clause 
functioning as the extraposed subject. We have noticed the structural, 
semantic and pragmatic similarity of this expression to other so-called 
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pragmatic fragments like I think, I know or I guess, emphasizing their 
common status as epistemic and evaluative markers and their 
grammaticalized character. The occurrence of ellipsis affecting different 
parts of the construction, of a structural and textual type, with its maximal 
exponent with no wonder appearing as an independent unit in the 
utterance, and the use of discourse markers in combination with no wonder 
have been seen as support of the grammaticalized character of this 
expression. Furthermore, the construction where no wonder occurs is 
described as consisting of two information points, sometimes marked in 
the syntax by the insertion of parenthetical material separating these two 
parts, and as we have seen, parentheticals are one of the possible 
expressions of modality and this case is no exception.  
From a different perspective, it has been observed that the expression 
takes on an association with the negative at the pragmatic level (the 
evaluative comment being implicit, covert or evoked), which is exploited by 
speakers to make evaluations and judgements covertly, even when its 
semantic features do not indicate any negative orientation as such. However, 
its frequent use as a marker of negative stance seems to be conventionalized 
at least in the genre of everyday conversation, which we believe to be proof 
of the fact that there is a grammaticalization process in progress. 
The quantitative analysis of the use of the expression according to 
genre has thrown light on the fact that its use with a negative polarity 
predominates in most of the genres studied, spoken conversation clearly 
being the genre where this negative stance is found in the totality of 
occurrences. This genre analysis has also presented evidence of the fact 
that in some genres no wonder is more prone to be found with one type of 
polarity than in others. Thus, all the examples found in the genre of 
advertising have a positive pragmatic meaning associated to them, and 
many of those found in the genres of fiction and magazines displayed a 
neutral stance on the part of the writer. This fact, apart from showing the 
importance of the influence of the situation and text type on the meaning 
of the language used, may be showing that the process of 
grammaticalization of the expression is under way in some genres more 
than in others, and that this process is slower in the written genres than in 
the spoken ones, which seems to be a logical result, for it is a well-known 
fact that the written language tends to show more reluctance to change 
than its spoken counterpart. 
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